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Abstract. Purpose – digital platforms play a growing role in business development and create opportunities beyond earlier existed boundaries as countries, regions and industrial sectors. Industrial Internet concepts as a holistic application emerge, disruptive challenges trigger changes and evolution of existing business models. This paper unravels and analyses models and features of networks, market places, media platforms across various sectors along with arising opportunities.

Research methodology – research is based on benchmarking across selected digital platforms and impact analysis according to defined criteria and selected business models.

Findings – results justify scientific approach and contribute with a benchmarked view across different sectoral platforms, assess opportunities of the emerging digital era. The evolution of business patterns and the impact on changing models are key findings of the paper.

Research limitations – a certain number of platform models and their features are analyzed as well as impact, represented sectors are largely grouped.

Practical implications – results will have substantial practical application to business strategies adjustment, updated view on existing transformations across several business sectors and emerging business models.

Originality/Value – a united view is possessed on different platforms across regions and sectors, it combines several integrated angles towards digital development and provides with clear and applicable solutions.
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Introduction

The key purpose of the current paper is to analyze and benchmark digital sectoral platforms, assess their roles as enablers of manifold business opportunities even with a disruptive character. Economy digitalization and its transformation are on the global agenda to maintain and strengthen competitiveness and nations social well-being. The integration of digital technologies to the economy is a key component along with communication, connectivity, digital public services, skills, the share of information. In such a general platform-driven platform economy digital and physical marketplaces along with manufacturing technologies enable competitive future firms with smart manufacturing. Furthermore, such an economy unites numerous of economic activities that use digitized information and knowledge as key factors of production (Cisneros-Cabrera, Ramzan, Sampaio, & Mehandjiev, 2017; European Commission, 2018; OECD, 2017; International Trade Center, 2016). Digital is meant to connect people, devices and physical objects anywhere flawlessly, instantly and freely (Bughin, Catlin, Hirt, & Willmott, 2018). Digitalization and growing level of technological applications evolve and unite numerous concepts and measures used separately or synonymously in the digital economy as Industrial Internet Consortium, Industry 4.0, digital platforms, Machine-to-Machine Communications (M2M), efficient resource planning solutions and other (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 2018). The fourth industrial revolution is driven by several factors including one of the most important as digital platforms,
new business models based on data availability emerge. These models possess a disruptive character. An essential question is set on drivers of these changes: what is more important to have—assets or platforms and networks (Schwab, 2016).

Policy makers as governments and agencies along with policy implementers and business are teamed and committed to implement national digital strategies, implement economic activities that use digitized information and knowledge and facilitate these movements through programs and initiatives towards competitiveness enhancement and sustainable development of economic unions, regions, countries, cities and business in general at a large scale. Information and communication technologies (ICT) have become an imminent and integral part to maintain stable functioning of companies. It covers interaction between companies, reflects their marketing visibility and communication with customers, a degree of positioning in a value chain. Global value chains change pattern by the impact of cross-border data flows and new technologies, including digital platforms, the Internet of Things. Digital economy and development are tightly connected to data consolidation, it has become a significant business segment worldwide. Many companies started to outsource selected services to external providers and provide them with mandates to process, store and use information and data. Information brokers have a significant amount of information, on the other hand, they create networks and enable companies to use and benefit from this infrastructure. Companies allocate substantial resources to chip off the information flow on digital space (Eurostat, 2019; McKinsey Global Institute, 2019; Asian Development Bank, 2018; OECD, 2017; Stephens-Davidowitz, 2017; Kitchin, 2014). Gig economy concept as platform-mediated enabler contributes to international business opportunities across regions and countries. However, this concept is not equally applied across different countries. Some digital platform owners provide solutions on a global scale where other countries use it and have good leads, both approaches possess a different degree of applicability (ETLA, 2018). Platform economy is widely analyzed in researches, it becomes a work object in areas as social networks, advertising, communication. A wider approach is demanded to analyze industry related platforms as enablers of business opportunities. The paper uses a benchmarking method to assess several digital platforms by sectors and measure their benefit impact to target vendors segments across several industries and service sectors.

1. Theoretical background

Industrial internet concepts emerge and require expanded forms of effective cooperation between suppliers and buyers. In order to remain competitive, industries constantly demand reliable partners with competence, skilled personnel and industrial knowledge, sustainable and long-lasting business strategies, international business development and networking (Brazinskas, 2018). Izgorodin (2018) argues that the “Industry 4.0” concept was not widely applied and known as well as used. But a breakthrough is on the verge, just several examples indicated very obviously that the fourth industrial revolution in Europe has already begun. Users started moving from a device to a cloud, the Internet fulfills the role of the core meta-platform to which all others connect to run a certain business (Pon, Seppälä & Kenney, 2015).

According to Eurostat (2019), EU-28 enterprises purchase more via computer-mediated networks. The percentage of enterprises rose from 35 % in 2012 to 45 % in 2017, a significant change just within the last five years. At least one-fifth of EU-28 enterprises have received orders via such networks. ICT related functions performed by own employees tend to decline since 2016 where a share of outsourced functions possesses a growing trend (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. EU-28 enterprises performance as being engaged in e-commerce (source: Eurostat, 2019)](image)

Automotive manufacturers have developed global online electronic markets aiming to increase efficiency and reduce costs in procurement. Online marketplaces are not restricted to the size of a company and can serve the needs of large as well SMEs from different sectors and across various regions and even the globe. Internet marketing can
enlarge the market scope and global presence, it can replace employees performing, e.g., marketing functions. On the other hand, only a combination of functions off-line and online is crucial, in particular for SMEs (Albaum, Duerr, & Josiassen. 2016). Market places as digital platforms enable companies to implement expansion strategies by provided global demand and tools, export through online market places grows three times faster than exports without using market places. Entrepreneurship, a collaboration between government and enterprises on established tools as market places and a simplified business environment are key success factors to enable unlimited regional and global opportunities (International Trade Center, 2017).

Digital platforms are an efficient instrument and component of the digital economy, it enables firms to cooperate, communicate and implement integrated solutions. Such platforms can possess a different degree of customer and machine involvement to develop business: consumer-to-machine, machine-to-machine transactions, smart contracts, supply chain tracking, and many others. A customer can send a request for manufacturing where a further solution can be applied for a transaction depending on platform technical features (Bahga & Ma-disetti, 2016). Digital platforms represent a new platform economy, they are diverse in function and structure as social media, market places applied cloud tools (Davidavičienė, Raudeliūniene, & Putrimas, 2019; Kenny & Zysman, 2016). Finally, digital means disruptive, digitizing B2B firms lower their costs, explore the reach and quality of their offerings (Bughin, Catlin, Hirt, & Willmott, 2018).

Internal capabilities are improved and competitiveness grows while global sourcing strategy is implemented by firms. In addition, productivity largely depends on firms involved in global networks as cost reduction, growing internationalization through performance improvement are definitive competitive advantages of importing firms (Anderson & Stone, 2017).

Vendors need to communicate according to customers standards and they have become a fundamental approach, new communication tactics have to be applied as interactivity (Klepek & Starzyczná, 2018; Davidaviciene, Pabedinskaite, & Davidavicius, 2017). Despite new trends, there is a certain gap between different categories of managers to apply and adjust to new communication models. Business owners and managers are more likely to use traditional communication models rather than apply new ones (Klepek & Starzyczná, 2018).

Beside technological infrastructure as an imminent factor to maintain components of the digital economy, the traditional business principles remain actual, such as partner search, communication, promotion conversion into sales, logistics, information and communication flows. Information technology affect international marketing in two ways: 1) trade was triggered in technology-related products and services, 2) new communication channels were developed, costs diminished and transferred information volume was increased. Technological advances contributed to a rapid acceleration of both in traditional products and in manufacturing processes (Albaum, Duerr, & Josiassen, 2016).

The application of a variety of digital media marketing channels can enhance awareness of enterprise brands. This is essential to maintain for vendors as they constantly are looking for competitive advantages to supply their products or services. However, marketers (in our case vendors) have to consider customer’s (in our case buyers) communication channels and prepare required technological platforms to maintain effective communication. On the other hand, psychological behavior has to be considered along with technical solutions. Conventional off-line communication and supplier search methods can vary among different generations. Consumers also can be skeptical for new online solutions, therefore additional benefits have to be considered to use a digital communication way (Ahmed, Viveinhardt, & Streimikiene, 2017; Seitz, Pokrivčák, Tóth & Plevný, 2017). Digitalization brings data overload phenomena where personal communication is diminishing. Thus, it is essential to extract and benefit with information from the data and in particular from digital communication (Kostelić & Križman Pavlović, 2018).

Digital transformation is not only about such components as data exchange and digital platforms. However, digital economy combines technologies, solutions and ways of utilization to explore opportunities for innovation and continuously adjusted business models. Furthermore, the digital economy enables regional businesses to grow beyond existing geographic areas into a global level and benefit from strategies developed on the long-term trends (Asian Development Bank, 2018).

Digital platforms can have a variety of definitions, from simple to complicated, it can be viewed from technical and sociotechnical view, it can unite technical elements such as codebases, technical elements, and associated organizational processes. Platforms can possess numerous types such as platforms for platforms (established infrastructure for the rest), enabled digital tools online and support other market places, platforms mediating work, retail and service providing (De Reuver, Sørensen, & Basole, 2017; Kenny & Zysman, 2016). Generally, a platform is multiple of participants to connect, interact, create and exchange value. Assadulah, Faik & Kankanhalli (2018) distinguish and overview two types of platforms as technical (e.g., software development and production) and non-technical (e.g., B2B and B2C transactions). A platform can play the role of the network of systems (Mattila & Seppälä, 2016).

Digital platforms fulfill the role of an online community, they represent a mixture of interrelated components as software, hardware, operations and networks (Kenny & Zysman, 2016). Networks provide with numerous of features as users are enabled to create communities, exchange information, debate and contribute to network platform content under effective and adequate advertising campaigns (Raudeliūniene, Davidavičienė, Tvronavičienė, & Jonuška, 2018).
New digital media forms as an imminent core of the fourth industrial revolution create an individual and collective perception of societies and communities, employers more and more use human cloud concept-personnel employed on remote (Schwab, 2016). Such communities inspire a sense of belonging and can be associated with a relationship. Such communities are tightly connected through essential components as commerce, communication, and content. Considerable value and relations are created through belonging to a community and interaction between customers and vendors. Communities can be four types as personal, extended, transaction-oriented and of interest. However, all these types can be oriented for commercial and non-commercial purposes (Rowley, 2002). This paper addresses the importance of communities with commercial purposes as business facilitators and does not look into purely e-commerce and business transactions related. It is a virtual trade show, facilitator and business opportunities enabler approach.

Digital platforms possess a variety of functionality: search, coordination, payment, and product delivery. Platform owners (see Figure 2) can play in one or more of the parts in a platform value chain by functions carried out. Some platform providers can play all functions (e.g., e-commerce) where other providers with a tool to search for manufacturers, sellers or service providers. However, payments have not collected either good delivered. Such platforms act as facilitators. Platform companies have a significant advantage as they enable to scale-up provided services where their operations remain highly centralized (McKinsey Global Institute, 2019). Changes in technological convergences along with industries merge which previously were separated can also force to reposition roles and relations between different actors operating in a value chain (Pon, Seppälä, & Kenney, 2015). Offered e-services and solutions contribute to value for the customer, as well as enhances the value for the company (Dębkowska, 2017).

A general definition of a platform can be that social and economic interactions between different parties are mediated online (Kenny & Zysman, 2016). Business market places (requests for quotations or manufacturing at B2B level) and media platforms (music, news, surveys) can be seen as forms of digital platform solutions for particular needs to serve.

Finally, digital platforms can enable users to generate revenues, reduce costs, speed up products and services to target markets and enhance collaboration.

2. Research methodology

A variety of stakeholders are involved in digital processes development. Technology is done by people to people. Users define nature to use devices and systems. Manufacturers aim to develop their products at low costs, it is vital for them to decide to develop locally or outbound, they are interested in producing, selling and making a profit. Networked companies and consumers are vitally important for overall competitiveness and economic growth (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 2018; Silver, 2012).

Foreign trade experts perceive SMEs websites as a communication channel rather than a transaction platform. Information quality is the most important factor to assess SMEs website which leads to establishing reliable connections globally. Navigability reliability and accessibility are critical factors to define success for an SME on an international level (Akman & Dagdeviren, 2016).

Andersson & Stone (2017) presented research which shows a considerable dispersion of enterprises and their sourcing strategies. Only a few firms source a large number of products in foreign countries and the same applies to a number of sourcing countries. It provides with evidence that companies source neither a large volume of products nor search it in many foreign countries. However global sourcing through import networks and diversification contributes to higher firm competitiveness through obtained knowledge and information. In addition, EU countries possess a large unused potential of B2C e-commerce, such a feature is applied for both countries with weaker economies and also in highly developed countries (Kunešová & Eger, 2017).

Firms have several options to promote their products and services overseas. Many public organizations as trade promotions institutions offer digital platforms in a form of industrial or export-oriented on-catalogs with integrated solutions as search engines. Firms presence is exclusively free of charge on such platforms. However, a number of alternatives are existing on the market to foster and promote international business. Therefore, we looked at different platforms from the business model perspective. Our goal was to assess purely commercially presented digital platforms. They have a very similar business model: free accessible information layer and comprehensive and valuable information and benefits through subscription and fee for a certain period of time. This model is even more widened through different sectors, not only related to research goals. As indicated, the platform owner revenue model is developed on a subscription fee to over a period of time to access information which is hidden from ordinary and public free access.

Platform owners reconsider their positions in value chain and strategies to play as a platform by creating a marketplace of goods, services or free content source of value creation is user network (McKinsey Global Institute, 2019).

Digital marketplace enables to exchange information and commercial transactions between consumers, business and government. Such solutions can include different forms, inter alia, search engines, social networks, site comparison (Chaffey, 2011). Social networks largely depend on ICT development and applied solutions, they also can be widely used in different areas of business, e.g., social supermarkets (Knezevic, Davidavičienė & Skrobot, 2018). However,
our research strictly distinguishes between digital platform applications for commercial and information purposes with a primary focus on impact by generated business opportunities through direct application on industry and services.

Demand for applied digital solutions is a key element to foster relationships between internal and external e-commerce drivers such as export market infrastructure and demand for e-commerce use. This demand drives to create relationships between environmental factors and elements of export marketing strategy (Gregory, Karavdic & Zou, 2007). Hence, the next step was to look deeper into the essence of several platforms and analyze their operation nature through defined criteria.

Platform owner fulfills a role of information broker to enable a dialogue between customer and vendor (see Figure 2). Owners gain a market advantage as becoming more important players in the new platform economy and gaining market positions even as factory owners in earlier industrial revolutions (Kenny & Zysman, 2016). An owner performs a number of tasks for value creation of platform users such as marketing, assurance of continuous flow of information, solutions for content uploads, options to select or receive demanded information. Vendors are understood as service providers, manufacturers or suppliers, looking for new market opportunities. They are usually charged for a certain fee to submit information and perform outreach activities to build a network, strengthen a brand, enhance and maintain awareness of delivered products and services through commercialized activities. Platform owners consider different approach strategies to promote and make their platform eligible for vendors to use. Some of such platforms act and are open for vendors globally, some act just as regional players in a closed network by providing services on a restricted approach from defined countries.

The research was structured on the two-fold model: 1) to analyze eight models of digital platforms as solutions for on-demand manufacturing capacity or consulting service provider on an accumulated expertise view by interviewed vendors which use different solutions provided by digital and media platforms (see Table 1); 2) to interview vendors and benchmark their approach and expectations against digital platform owners approach (see Figure 3).

Data about these platforms was extracted from online sources according to assessment criteria. Digital and media platforms represented several broader and key sectors like engineering, packaging and consulting. These sectors were selected on a basis by available access and later the possibility to interview vendors. We used an approach to different platforms and grouped into digital, network, media or marketplace according to a definition of platform owners. Some regionally operating platforms within a certain geographic region operate and are integrated with technical functionalities on large global platforms (e.g., Google) by providing certain competitive advantages for customers using smaller platforms but gaining global access. Analyzed digital platforms provided with an option to use certain software solutions (integrated with the platform) as a ranking of incoming requests as B2B platform, segmentation, and search by deeper categories of manufacturing operations and other benefits.

As we analyzed, platform owners use different definitions on their solutions. Generally digital platform models were defined by the following criteria: 1) digital portal with a full fledge integrated technical solutions, buyers and vendors network, pricing, sales order functionalities, digital handling of purchase, integration with vendors ERP (enterprise resource planning system); 2) market place in a form of a network connecting customers and vendors and received quotations via market place, it aggregate data, but it is not integrated in the chain of data between two players, the decision and task is left for them; 3) a network of firms was defined as an online community where business is
facilitated online, later uploaded and received information is communicated outside the platform functionality area; and finally 4) media platform were defined as a purely online information exchange (McKinsey Global Institute, 2019; Assadulah, Faik, & Kankanhall, 2018; De Reuver, Sørensen, & Basole, 2017; McKinsey Global Institute, 2016; Kenny & Zysman, 2016).

We distinguished in definition as users under customers and vendors as a product manufacturer or supplier or service provider, two major stakeholder groups (see Figure 1). However, vendors were an exclusive target group to be analyzed by the created value of digital platforms under the benchmarking approach of these platforms and assessing expected benefits generated through these platforms for vendors (see Table 1).

As platform primary goal is to facilitate business between two parties as customers (usually buyers) and vendors (suppliers), the number of existing members can show the level of popularity of a platform, it also gives an indication on impact scale (global or regional). On the other hand, business facilitated through digital platforms can have certain limitations as an impact of transport costs to deliver or cultural differences embarking in communication between two parties when business is being established (Albaum, Duerr, & Josiassen, 2016). A digital solution can’t replace entirely these two important factors and they need to be considered while assessing the impact and advantages of platforms. Finally, in particular, for SMEs with expansion strategy, significant costs will arise to build and maintain awareness globally where they simply can risk spending their resources by using a platform with global coverage. Firms usually start entering and maintaining business from neighboring markets (Brazinskas, 2015).

The number of registered vendors and received requests for products and services indicated a coverage and awareness of a defined platform to be known and used regionally or globally.

The research goal was not to go deeply in technical functionalities of solutions, but rather to assess opportunities and advantages provided by these platforms for vendors. Furthermore, only on-line use and promotion of a platform are less likely to be effective for users. Therefore, a combination of online solutions as a digital platform along with off-line in-house support (promotion, coaching, and vendor lead through the access time period, additional benefits as marketing support, training) can give a broader specter of benefits for a user and expand their created value.

Table 1. Benchmarking of selected and assessed digital platforms (source: own compilation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Digital platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectoral dimension</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned platform type</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic coverage</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-line marketing support</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of registered vendors (manufacturers, suppliers, service providers), n</td>
<td>900 21 000 4 000 n/a n/a 12 000 970 000 64 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of requests per year for registered vendor products or services, p</td>
<td>n/a 25 000 1 200 n/a n/a 1 500 90 000 80 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request impact ratio, r</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, we calculated request impact ratio \((r)\) as a probability to a vendor to develop business, one of the major direct merits of a platform to contribute to commercial value creation of a vendor. Impact ratio of received requests per registered vendor

\[
r = \frac{p}{n},
\]

where: \(r\) – request impact ratio; \(p\) – a number of requests per year for registered vendor services, \(n\) – a number of registered vendors).

The methodology provided in table 1 is used to benchmark platforms by external factors through defined and selected criteria. However, a broader picture was needed to assess vendors view on provided solutions of analyzed platforms. Vendors were interviewed from expert view and their feedbacks calculated and assessed while evaluating overall assessment by vendors and platform owners. We looked at seven criteria and received feedback on it (see Figure 3). This stage largely depended on firms aims to explore international strategies. Internal capabilities are one of the key factors to define a firms sourcing strategy. Productivity largely depends on global network growth (Andersson
A source is an ecosystem that defines value created by a platform. This ecosystem determines the rules by which users (in our case vendors) can participate (Kenny & Zysman, 2016).

Selected seven interview criteria represented key feedbacks from the vendors' side. As usual, they get access to such platforms under the defined fee, the requirements were placed at a number of received requests for a particular product. In addition, in particular, market places and network-based platforms compete with conventional forms of business facilitating such as trade fairs, off-line B2B matching sessions or similar. These latter tools are better known historically, have been proven or firms attendance is stimulated and often co-financed by government support. As an example, the European Commission through Horizon 2020 implements a program “Manufacturing Industry Digital Innovation Hubs” where digital platforms providers will be able to get access and connected to the real world (European Commission, 2017).

Some platforms deliver online service through purely digital solutions, other available digital solutions combine with off-line support to customers, e.g., sales or marketing assistance provided by platform owner personnel. Platform examples in the digital economy can be similar to Xometry, Factory (industry), Assorted, AIC2000, DreamApply (services) and others.

3. Results

Digital platforms can enable users to generate revenues, reduce costs, speed up products and services to target markets and enhance collaboration. They reshape existing business models by resetting entry barriers, changing the logic of value creation (Kenny & Zysman, 2016).

Digital platforms provide with market place solution that connects buyers and sellers, they enable users to generate revenues, reduce costs, speed up products and services to target markets and enhance collaboration (McKinsey Global Institute, 2016). The online assessment has proven that there is a variety of platforms operating on markets and even differences between their types are not very significant, we presume that platform operators use different definitions to assign their solutions to specific platform models (see Table 1).
Conclusions

The paper examines how digital platforms shape the pattern of firm strategies, collaboration and what opportunities they bring. As the role and importance of computer-mediated networks grows, firms need to pay constant attention to arising challenges and opportunities to maintain their competitiveness. Platforms as an external force motivate and enable companies to enlarge the degree of integration between suppliers, manufacturers, service providers, and buyers, identify right positioning in a value chain, expand networks, create clusters to collaborate, define market entry strategy and work in a community-related environment.

Platforms provide with limitless advantages and embark various sectors of business beyond existed areas and foster users competitiveness. Even knowledge related portals emerge under embedded technologies, stakeholders as workers and cooperation partners can share common goals under wide application as an exchange of information, data, texts, such portals play a role of knowledge related tasks (Mack, Ravin, & Byrd, 2001).

Therefore, we argue that vendors expectations can mislead platform model selection, if this process has a limited number of assessment factors as, e.g., single impact ratio only. Firms need to apply a broader approach and assess regional and global coverage, numbers of registered vendors and unique users and other factors. Competition degree requires a need to assess by a vendor its ability to run business regionally or globally: from one hand expect to receive a larger number of inquiries, but at the same time to compete with bigger number of suppliers from other parts of the world or to focus on regional approach instead where cultural differences do not differ much from vendor physical manufacturing or service providing location, shipment costs and lead time burden contain a lower share in costing and pricing. Furthermore, firms need to apply a wider approach and go beyond the existing traditional assessment system, e.g., consider an important assessment factor as data traffic analysis (number of unique users over a period of time, page view or visitors) provided by a third party information provider.

Our main argument is manifold: 1) digital platforms are getting more important and powerful phenomena to foster vendor-buyer integration through established networks and communities; 2) despite the united approach on arising opportunities, there are significant disparities on provided digital platforms benefits; 3) while selecting a platform, several criteria have to be considered and not limit with a single one; 4) regional or global impact of a platform is a considerable selection factor; 5) that despite a global approach through networks and sourcing channels, a regional dimension remains an important factor to focus on business implementation strategy.

Platforms facilitate communities that unite players driven by sector specialization, value creation and positioning it such chains, clusters establishment. Cluster features play a crucial role in such a network driven community between vendors, buyers, and platform owners. Sölvel (2009) defines six major components in clusters as an industry, finances,
media, public bodies, universities and organizations for collaboration (formal and informal networks, trade associations, cluster organizations). Platform owners operate their business beyond their traditional online solutions as they publish sectoral digital and printed magazines, provide with newsletters feeds with vendors information through their profiles on digital platforms, carry on surveys on industry trends and other advantages for being a member of a cluster run community.

The study has several limitations, which were beyond this paper’s scope to address. First, a sectoral definition of digital platforms that were analyzed. This study has covered B2B linked platforms as industrial engineering, packaging and consulting services related. Second, platforms have open and hidden levels of an accessible level, the latter level is confidential such as a number of vendors with advanced services or generated order value. Thus, comprehensive data mining can be limited. Third, every sector as industrial engineering, packaging or consulting possesses many specific subsectors (automotive, metal processing, consumer products or exclusive packaging, diverse consulting) with different demand and as a consequence different benefits can be provided by a platform to vendors. Forth, platform owners and vendors look from different perspectives (supply-demand) to provide with platform solutions or to use it, the expectations gap can be volatile and more difficult to be measured. Fifth, digital solutions diminish the border between regions and open global opportunities. However, it can’t be equally applied for products and services at the same degree. Thus, result fragmentation might appear and research results application across sectors and models of platforms can be used with certain reservations.

The research possesses novel aspects as it focuses on the relationship between vendors and digital platform owners through observed several types of digital platforms. Strong evidence shows the growing demand for new integrated communication tools between vendors and buyers through facilitated computer-mediated networks. Depending on product or service delivered, platforms enable to research a high degree of scaling, despite regionally or globally. Long-term strategy application, vendors own commitment to monitor and update their own profiles placed on platforms belong to factors where vendors need to pay constant attention and maintain proper information. In conclusion, there is no one single approach to define an impact by one single factor. Only a win-win strategy approach between a platform owner and vendors can lead to mutual benefits in business model acceptance and growth utilizing arising global and regional opportunities.
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